
Micro Hydro Power

LECTURE 4: 

PRINCIPLE OF POWER GENERATION
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Definition of Head And Discharge 

 In generation of hydroelectric power, water is collected or stored at a 
higher elevation (dam) and led downward through large pipes or 
tunnels (penstock) to a lower elevation (turbine); the difference in these 
two elevation is known as Head.

 Head is the change in water levels between the hydro intake and the 
hydro discharge point. 

 It is a vertical height measured in meters. 

 The two diagrams show how the head would be measured on a typical 
‘low head’ and a typical ‘high head’ site. 

 The more head you have the higher the water pressure across the 
hydro turbine and the more power it will generate. 

 Higher heads are not only better because they generate more power, 
but also because the higher water pressure means you can force a 
higher flow rate through a smaller turbine, and because turbine cost is 
closely related to physical size, higher-head turbines often cost less than 
their low-head cousins even though they might generate the same 
power.
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Definition of Head And Discharge 

 Discharge is defined as the volume of water flowing through a given 
cross section per unit time. 

 Hydroelectric discharge, also referred to as flow rate, is usually 
represented by Q, is the volume of water that pass through a 
hydroelectric power plant per unit time (like a second).

 Flow rate simply represents the volume of water that can be captured 
and then re-directed by a dam to flow across a turbine generator to 
move it and generate electricity.

 Head and discharge play an important role in determining the power 
output of a hydropower plant.

 Higher head and discharge results in higher generation of electric 
power.
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Power Equation

 The main principal of power generation in any hydropower plant is 

that the potential energy of water stored in the dam is first 

converted into kinetic energy which is then used to drive the 

turbine.

 The turbine then drives the generator and an AC voltage is 

established across the generator terminals 
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THANK YOU
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